Missouri leaf-off imagery meeting notes
April 16, 2013
Jefferson City, MO
Attendees:
Jeff Schloss
OA
Paul Wright
OA
Arnold Williams
OA
Todd Comer
UM
Mark Duewell
MSDIS
Matt Gerike
Columbia
Debbie Briedwell
OA-SEMA
Andy Wagner
Maryland Heights
Tony Spicci
Conservation
Ted Stanton
St Louis Corps
Scott Zeller
SEMA
Jason Sheeley
Kansas City Corps
Drew Lane
National Guard
Eddie Whitworth
Camden County
Steve Marsh
MARC
Dale Schmutzler
SEMA
Greg Resz
Jefferson City
Nick Erlacker
Jefferson City
Jason Warzinik
Boone County
Melissa Johnson
Cole County
Patsy Alexander
Taney County
Ken Oliver
Camden County
Jennifer Reiman
East-West Gateway
Hanna Humphrey
DNR
Steve Hofferber
St Joseph
Jennifer Gardner
Camden County
Those shaded were not able to attend but will be kept on the mailing list. Others will be added as suggested.

Actions: Jeff and Paul to provide a link to the State Photogrammetric Mapping Products/Services RFP.
Completed: http://oa.mo.gov/bids/b2z13036.htm
Ray to contact the following communities and invite them to join this effort; Springfield,
Branson, Joplin, Cape Girardeau, West Plains, Ft Wood. The 19 Regional Planning
Commissions will also be contacted. Other suggestions include FAA 3” imagery over major
airports, 6 – 12” for medium to small, and EPA.
Ray has received invitation to a future MACOG meeting.
All entities wishing to acquire 6” imagery to provide a shape file of their area with the year they
prefer having it acquired to Ray. Please provide when able, this information is needed prior to
submitting a task order to the contractors for bids.
Paul to contact SEMA Planning and Disaster Recovery on their interest in participating.
Arnold to contact DOT.
As the price for acquisition decreases for larger areas everyone looking for 6” resolution should
contact their neighbors as to interest.
Meeting Notes:
• The state agencies are in favor of a one year acquisition if possible and are planning for 2015.
• Conservation and DNR would like ½ meter but are fine with 2’ imagery.
• Projection agreed upon for statewide data is UTM. Do we need the entire state in zone 15 or in
its proper zone (part of SE Missouri is in 16). DNR and Conservation prefers all in zone 15.
• MARC, Jackson County in particular, and Camden County prefer a 2014 flight.
• Once the Photogrammetric Services contract is let the contractors will be tasked with providing
an estimate for complete 2’ coverage.

•

•
•
•

Should ½ meter coverage be cheaper or the same cost do we want to allow the contractors the
option of providing a bid at that resolution? How this can be determined should be possible in a
pre bid meeting. Those agencies funding the state wide contract outside higher resolution areas
will need to decide.
Options will be included to resample 6” imagery to the 2’ state coverage.
Bids on providing 6” imagery to known areas will be requested.
NGA areas of interest include areas of Kansas and Illinois. Option for these areas will also be
needed if these areas are not included. Note: NGA estimates $20 per square mile for their areas
of interest (75-100K total for the three cities).

Other items:
While the meeting centered on using the Missouri Photogrammetric Services contract it is not in
place yet, and is not the only option. The St Louis Corps of Engineers has Photogrammetric
Services contract that has been successfully used and ensures quality data. The USGS also has a
similar contract that can also be used.

